
SOTA March 2018 Meeting Minutes 
The Steeplechase Owners and Trainers Association had a phone conference on  

March 21, 2018 

2:00pm EST  

The following were in attendance:  

Mason Lampton 

Kimberly Kapacziewski 

Garrett Murray 

Madison Meyers 

Robert Bonnie  

Todd Wyatt 

Ted Thompson 

Richard Valentine 

Emily Day  

Lilith Boucher  

Janet Elliot 

Kathy Neilson  

Board Members Unable to Attend:  

Cyril Murphy 

Kate Dalton  

Meriwether Morris 

Virginia Lazenby 

Mason welcomed everyone and thanked them for attending.  

President’s Report – Mason Lampton  

Meetings will be held on the second Thursday of each month.  

• April 12 

• May 10 

• June 14 

• July 12 



• August 9 

• September 13 

• October 11 

• November 8 

• December 13 

Secretary Report – Kimberly Kapacziewski  

• Revamp website – new website has been created, this site is completely mobile friendly. Site 

is not live, waiting on board approval/suggestions for website. “ABOUT” has not been 

updated since 2014. Kimberly asked for a volunteer to bring the info up to date. No one 

volunteered.  

• Social Media – Thanked everyone that has liked, followed, and shared the page.  

10:16 minutes into meeting, Janet joined the call  

• As of 02/27, SOTA Facebook page had 131 followers. In a couple of weeks, we have grown 

that to 358 followers. Kimberly asked everyone to please “share” the SOTA page with their 

social networks to continue to see this organic growth. Kimberly’s goal is to put out 

engaging/quality content that will foster more support and interest in the community.  

• Kimberly asked for suggestions/comments for board member participation in sharing what is 

happening behind the scenes.  

• Kimberly will add website and social media links to future emails  

• Instagram will be coming in the near future.  

• Kimberly will send a guide to everyone on how to tag SOTA.  

• Photographers – Tod Marks offers a deal for non-profits for $525 for unlimited access to all 

of his images. This offers a consistent stream of images which is vital to posting for social 

media. Kimberly will purchase this picture for 2018-2019, revisit fees later in the year  

Treasurer’s Report – Kate Dalton  

Kate was unable to attend. Mason reported in Kate’s absence.  

• The current balance in the checking account is $28,860 

• Kate has at least three more renewals to deposit 

Membership Report – Mason Lampton 



Membership Renewals 

• Mason reported 50 people need to renew.  

• Memberships are based on the calendar year (January 1 – December 31). We are late getting 

these renewals submitted for 2018. Next year, renewal emails will be sent on January 1, 

2019.  

• Renewal emails have been sent and memberships are renewing slowly but surely.  

• General discussion about renewals and how members are notified. An email has been set to 

all members stating their expiration date. We will continue e-mailing membership forms to 

keep costs down. We will mail a hard copy membership form when asked.  

New Member Recruitment 

• Mason congratulated Gigi for bringing four new members to the organization.  

• Janet recommended having a current list of members posted on the website. As well as 

having the current members listed on the website, attached is a hard copy of the members. 

Race Condition Committee Report – Todd Wyatt 

• Todd called Bill Gallo.  

• Bill is happy with Atlanta and Tryon. The money for Atlanta is there, and it is possible that 

Toby Edwards will go down a few days before the meet to make sure they have everything 

they need. Tryon is still talking about Fall date and possibly having an awards ceremony.  

• Bill Gallo put on the Notice Page – make sure everyone knows there are two hurdle courses 

in Camden (has been on the last couple of notice pages). 

• We discussed the Md Claiming price and spread in weights. If anyone has thoughts or 

comments, please contact Bill. 

• Splitting race/ early declarations –Bill Gallo is thinking over the best way to handle this. 

Some people that would like more of a heads up if a race will split and maybe try and go with 

an early declaration for some races. Bill named cooperation with trainers as an issue. This is 

on Bill Gallo’s mind.  

• Conditions meeting – Would like to continue having a meeting before the conditions book is 

published. Bill Gallo asked us to send a reminder to him in the middle of the summer for the 

fall condition book.  



• SOTA is responsible for $5,000 apprentice race at Fair Hill – The Barker family is putting up 

$5,000 and $5,000 by the NSF – Todd will confirm that 

• The summer race schedule looks the same – Saratoga, Parx, Monmouth  

• 6 races at Saratoga: Open Stakes, Novice Stakes, A couple of allowance races  

SOTA will call Bill Gallo to set up when he can come on the next board meeting call.  

• Kimberly will send an email to board members and ask for suggestions for three talking 

points for him to speak about at the next board meeting. 

• Cyril was unable to be on the call but passed a question along to Todd – Should there be 

reciprocity between point-to-points and NSA? Discussions followed and Emily agreed to 

reach out to Will O’Keffe and/or Donnie to inquire.  

• Early declarations –  

• When entering on Monday, give and idea of what you may be entering the following 

Monday. This information must stay within the NSA office, but it would give him an idea of 

what may happen in the next week’s races for splitting, etc. This gives Bill Gallo an 

opportunity to start working on entries. This will help trainers, owners, riders, meet – 

win/win for everyone. 

Mason called on Richard to discuss Junior Races and the NSF.  

Janet left meeting at this time.  

Richard and Lilith reported Regina Welsh started the series this year, backed by the 

NSF, and it is getting more young people in the game. Aiken was a huge success and 

there was a lot of buzz down there. There is a need to offer this opportunity to this age 

group. As of now, seven have entered Cheshire. 

Budget – Mason reported 

If we get 150 members ($75 per member), Kimberly’s secretarial fees will be covered. 

If someone doesn’t want to join, we can ask them for a donation.  

• Apprentice Race – we must pay $5,000 Fair Hill Apprentice Race. Money will need to be 

raised in addition to our annual operating fees. 



• A vest has been made with the SOTA logo that can either given to someone who becomes a 

$1,000 member or sold the help raise money for the Apprentice Race. Suggested to put the 

vest on the website or give to the winning trainer at a race meet. 

Old Business 

• ARCA donation – Janet would like to donate $500 to ARCA. Mason agreed that this is 

something that we need to support. His goal is to maintain a sustainable income. Lilith makes 

a motion to donate $500 to ARCA. Emily seconded the motion. All were in favor. 

New Business  

Trainers 

Todd brought before the committee his concern about NSA putting too much on 

trainers. They are being asked to sign for other people that want to be trainers (first 

time licensees) and as of yesterday, a trainer must sign a jockey’s license which will 

be published on the NSA website.  

Discussion followed  

• There used to be a committee that would watch riders 

• Emily stated that this ruling is a result of mishaps at Saratoga, an attempt to make it safer or 

have some accountability. There was a 30-day comment period and now left it up to the 

steward’s committee as to whether or not an apprentice can ride. 

If a trainer wants an apprentice rider, the NSA has the right to say yes or no.  

• Richard read the policy - 

“3.       An apprentice jockey shall be endorsed by two (2) licensed trainers  

in good standing. A list of apprentice jockeys and their “sponsors” will be  

published on the NSA website.” 

• The concern – Trainers support an apprentice riding for him/her but what if something 

happens with the apprentice picking up a ride at another meet?  

• Lilith stated in the past, even if you had a trainer that endorsed you, you still had to school 

before a committee:  

(3) people Mid-Atlantic  

(3) people Pennsylvania  



(3) people in South Carolina 

You used to have to do this with first time starters as well. If we are trying to make it 

safe, why did we get away from this system? 

• Is this something that SOTA should offer?  

• The current replacement for the ride committee is that now apprentice jockeys have to ride in 

5 open point-to points and even after that, their license is provisional until they win two 

races. 

• Clarification is needed on what does it mean when a trainer signs for an apprentice and what 

a sponsor means? 

• Does this make trainers liable for the signed for apprentice?  

• The board agreed to discuss this further in the phone call with Bill Gallo 

• It is the responsibility of the Stewards Advisory Committee to waive any entry.  

• Richard will call Bill Gallo, Gus, or Dwight about the signing for trainers and apprentices.  

• Richard will call Gus re: apprentice rule.  

• Richard will call Bill Gallo about early declarations and trainers signing for trainers.  

• Richard will send email update regarding conversations 

There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at 3:16pm.  

After the meeting follow-up:  

• Emily emailed Will O’Keefe on 03/21 to inquire about communication and reciprocity 

system between the PPAs and NSA. Will responded that there is full reciprocity between 

VPPA and NSA. He directed Emily to Donnie Y. for more detailed information. Donnie also 

responded, VSA also has 100% reciprocity with the NSA. Emily will find out If the same is 

true for DE, MD, and PA PPAs. “VA jump racing honors all NSA rules and rulings, and vice 

versa.”  

• Richard spoke with Dwight Hall regarding liability for trainers who sponsor the apprentice 

riders. He will speak to Alan Foreman and get back to us.  
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